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1. INTRODUCTION
Here we obtain the solution of the Volterra Semigroup Problem (VSP)
and discuss some consequences. The problem was raised in [1] in the
following form: does every (multiplicative) semigroup of compact quasinil-
potent operators on an infinite dimensional Banach space have a nontrivial
invariant subspace? For semigroups satisfying various additional conditions
related to nuclearity, positivity, special spectral behaviour and so on, an
affirmative answer was obtained in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] etc. It is well
known that a positive answer is equivalent to triangularizability (that is, to
the existence of a nest of invariant subspaces that is maximal as a chain of
closed linear subspaces).
2. SEMIGROUPS OF COMPACT OPERATORS
Let B(X) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on the Banach
space X and K(X) be the subalgebra of B(X) consisting of all compact
operators. We consider only the norm-topologies on X and B(X). For a
bounded subset W/X, let &W&=sup[&x&: x # W]; &M& is defined
similarly for a bounded subset M/B(X). We write MW=[Tx: x # W,
T # M], Mx instead of M[x] and MN=[TS: T # M, S # N] for M, N/
B(X), W/X and x # X. The powers Mn of a subset M/B(X) are defined
in obvious way (Mn=Mn&1 M and so on).
The number \(M )=inf &Mn&1n (see [6]) is called the ( joint) spectral
radius of a bounded subset M/B(X). As is known, the limit of the sequence
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(&Mn&1n) exists and \(M )=lim &M n&1n because of submultiplicativity:
&Mn+k&&M n&&Mk& for all integers n, k>0.
A multiplicative semigroup (or an algebra) of bounded operators on X
is called a Volterra semigroup (correspondingly, a Volterra algebra) if it
consists of quasinilpotent compact operators. SG(M ) denotes the semi-
group generated by a subset M/B(X) (i.e. SG(M )=n=1 M
n) and
SG1(M )=[1] _ SG(M ).
In the following lemma we use the well-known fact ([7]) that if T, S are
the compact operators on a Banach space X then LTRS is a compact
operator on B(X), where LTP=TP and RS P=PS for all P # B(X).
Lemma 1. Let M be a precompact set of compact operators on X.
(i) If W is a bounded subset of X then MW is precompact;
(ii) if SG(M ) is bounded then SG(M ) is a precompact subset of B(X).
Proof. The proof of (i) is straightforward. Let W be a bounded subset
of X and (Tkxk) be an arbitrary sequence of vectors in MW. Since M is
precompact, there exists a subsequence (Tki ) which tends to some compact
operator T # B(X). Then there exists a convergent subsequence of the
sequence (Txki ). This means that the original sequence (Tk xk) also has a
convergent subsequence; that is, MW is precompact.
It is easy to see that LMRM=[LTRS : T, S # M] is a precompact set of
compact operators on B(X) and M SG1(M ) M=LM RM (SG1(M )). It
follows from what is proved above that if SG1(M ) is bounded then
M SG1(M ) M and, therefore, SG(M )=M _ (M SG1(M ) M ) are precom-
pact. K
We say that a closed subspace Y of X is hyperinvariant under M/B(X)
if it is invariant under all operators from M and all operators from the
commutant of M.
In the following theorem we use the easy fact that given a bounded set
M of bounded operators on X, SG(t&1M ) is bounded if t> \(M ). Indeed,
in this case \(t&1M )=t&1\(M )<1 and, therefore, &(t&1M )n&<1 for all
sufficiently large n>0.
Theorem 2. Let M be a precompact set of compact operators with
\(M )=1. If SG(M ) is not bounded then M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace.
Proof. Let SG(M ) be unbounded and (tn) be a sequence of reals such
that tn  1, tn>1. Since SG(t&1n M ) is bounded, one may define the func-
tions vn on X as follows: vn(x)=s&1n &SG1(t&1n M ) x& for all x # X, where
sn=&SG1(t&1n M )&. It is easy to see that all vn are norms on X equivalent
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to & &, and vn(Tx)tnvn(x) for all T # M and all x # X. Let v be the func-
tion on X defined by v(x)=lim sup vn(x) for all x # X. We shall prove that
v is a nonzero continuous seminorm whose kernel ker v=[x # X : v(x)=0]
is non-zero and ker v is a hyperinvariant subspace for M.
It is obvious that v is a seminorm on X. Since vn(x)&x& for all x # X,
v is continuous on X and, therefore, ker v is a closed subspace of X. Since,
obviously, v(Tx)=lim sup vn(Tx)lim sup tnvn(x)=v(x) and v(Sx)=lim
sup vn(Sx)&S& lim sup vn(x)=&S&v(x) for all x # X, all T # M and all S
from commutant of M, ker v is a hyperinvariant subspace under M.
We prove that v{0. Pick xn # X such that vn(xn)>t&1n and &xn&=1. By
definition of vn , there exists a sequence (Tn) of elements of SG1(t&1n M )
such that s&1n &Tnxn&>t
&1
n for all n. It is easy to see that there exists a
number n0 such that Tn {1 for all n>n0 (because SG(M ) is unbounded).
So one may suppose that Tn=Qn Sn for all n, where Sn # t&1n M and
Qn # SG1(t&1n M ). Since tn  1 and M is precompact, one may suppose
that &Sn&S&  0 for some operator S # B(X). Since S is a compact
operator, one may suppose that &Sxn& y&  0 for some y # X. Finally we
have that &Sn xn& y&  0. Since vn(Sn xn& y)&Sn xn& y& and
vn( y)vn(Snxn)&vn(Snxn& y)vn(Snxn)&&Snxn& y&
for all n then v( y)lim sup vn(Sn xn). But
t&1n <s
&1
n &QnSnxn &s&1n &SG1(t&1n M ) Snxn&=vn(Snxn).
Therefore, v( y)1. This shows that ker v{X.
We prove that ker v{0. We call an operator T # Mn leading for M if
&T&&n&1i=1 M
i&. Since SG(M ) is not bounded, there exists an increasing
sequence (mk) such that &Mmk&>&mk&1i=1 M
i& and, obviously, &mk&1i=1
M i&  . Therefore, there exists a sequence (Tk) of operators that are
leading for M with &Tk &  . Let :k=&Tk&&1. We show that the
sequence (:kTk) is precompact. Indeed, :kTk=LPk RFk(:k Qk) for some
Pk , Fk # M, Qk # SG1(M ) and the sequence (:kQk) is bounded. Since the
sequence (LPk RFk) is precompact one may suppose that LPk RFk  K for
some compact operator K on B(X), and K(:kQk) has a convergent sub-
sequence. Therefore, the original sequence (:k Tk) has a convergent sub-
sequence. So, one may suppose that :kTk  S with &S&=1. Pick xk # X
such that &xk&=1 and &:kTkxk&>t&1k for all k. Since the operator S is
compact, one may suppose that Sxk  y for some y # X. Therefore,
:k Tkxk  y and &y&=1. On the other hand,
v( y)=lim v(:kTk xk)lim sup :kv(xk)lim sup :k=0,
that is, v( y)=0. The proof of the theorem is completed. K
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Let LIM(M ) denote the set of limits of all the convergent sequences (Tk),
where Tk # Mnk and nk  . It is clear that N= LIM(M ) is a semigroup ideal
in the closure of SG(M ). In particular, TN/N and NT/N for all T # SG(M ).
It is clear that N2/N. In the following theorem we use the fact that
N=N2 whenever SG(M ) is precompact. Indeed, if Tk  T # N for
Tk # Mnk (nk  ) then there exist sequences (Sk) and (Pk) with
Tk=Sk Pk such that Sk # Mmk, Pk # M jk, mk+ jk=nk and mk  ,
jk  . Choosing a convergent subsequence (Ski) of (Sk) and then a con-
vergent subsequence of (Pki), with the limits S, P # N, we obtain that
T=SP, which proves N=N2.
Theorem 3. Let M be a (bounded) set of bounded operators with
\(M )=1. If SG(M ) is precompact then LIM(M ) and, therefore, the closure
of SG(M ) has a nonzero idempotent.
Proof. Since SG(M) is precompact, it is bounded, and there exists an
equivalent operator norm v on B(X) such that v(SG(M))=1, by Lemma
2.7 of [8]. One may suppose that v=& &. Let N=LIM(M). Note that
&N&=1. Indeed, since \(M)=inf &M n&1n=1, then &Mn&=1 for all n and
there exists a sequence (Kn) with Kn # Mn such that &Kn&  1. One may
find a convergent subsequence of the sequence, say with limit T0 . Then
T0 # N and &T0&=1. Since N=N 2, T0=S1T1 with S1 , T1 # N and,
obviously, &T1&=1. Repeating this process we obtain sequences (Sk) and
(Tk) in N such that Tn&1=SnTn and &Tn&=1 for all n. Since N is com-
pact, one may suppose that there exists a convergent subsequence (Tnk)
which tends to some T # N with &T&=1. We obtain Tnk=Qk Tnk+1 for
some sequence (Qk) in N. Since (Qk) also has a convergent subsequence
with a limit S # N then we have finally T=ST. Hence &Sn&=1 for all n>0.
The sequence (Sn) has also some subsequence (Sni) with a limit F # N,
&F&=1. We note that there exists a subsequence (mp) of the sequence (ni)
such that mp+1>2mp , mp+1=2mp+ jp for some sequence ( jp). We have
Smp+1=S mp S jpSmp and S mp  F. Since S jp has a convergent subsequence
with a limit P # N, we have finally F=FPF. We note that FP{0, FP # N
and FP=(FP)2. K
3. MAIN RESULT
We need the following simple remarks connected in particular with the
fact that Ringrose’s results (see Section 5.3 of [9]) were formulated for
Hilbert spaces, but are true for Banach spaces.
Let F be a complete chain of (closed) subspaces of X (see p. 88 of [9]).
As usual, if Y # F then Y& denotes the closure of the span of all subspaces
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in F which are properly contained in Y (we suppose that (0)&=(0)). The
quotient YY& is called a gap of F if Y{Y& .
Let us consider an operator T # K(X) and let F be a complete chain of
subspaces which are invariant under T. It is clear from Zorn’s Lemma that
there exists a maximal subspace chain Fmax in the lattice latT of all
invariant subspaces of T such that FFmax . It follows from Lemma 5.10
of [9] that all the gaps of Fmax are one-dimensional. So, one may define
the diagonal coefficients of T relative to Fmax : for each Y in Fmax we set
:Y =0 if Y=Y& in Fmax , otherwise we define :Y as the number such that
(T&:Y)YY& . It is easy to see that Ringrose’s Theorem (Theorem 5.12
of [9]) is valid in the Banach context, i.e. the spectrum of T # K(X) is the
closure of a set of all diagonal coefficients of T relative to Fmax .
Assume that T is a non-quasinilpotent compact operator and F is a com-
plete chain of subspaces in latT. We claim that there exists a gap V=YY&
of F such that the induced operator T |V on the gap V is not quasinilpotent.
First, we note that F has gaps. Indeed, otherwise F is continuous (p. 90 of
[9]) and then F is a maximal subspace chain in latT (see Lemma 5.10 of
[9]), which is impossible by Corollary 5.13 of [9]. Now assume, to the
contrary, that T |V is quasinilpotent for all gaps V of F. It is clear that all
operators T |V are compact. Let Fmax(V ) be a maximal subspace chain in
latT |V for all gaps V of F. It follows from Ringrose’s Theorem that all the
diagonal coefficients of T |V relative to Fmax(V ) are zero. Let us build a
chain F0 of subspaces of X by means of all elements Y of F as follows: if
Y=Y& in F then let Y be in F0 ; otherwise V=YY& is a gap of F and
let all pre-images of elements of Fmax(V ) under the canonical map
X  XY& belong to F0 (since one may consider the elements of Fmax(V )
as subspaces of XY&) . It is easy to see that F0 is a complete chain of sub-
spaces of X and admits only one-dimensional gaps. By Lemma 5.10 of [9],
F0 is a maximal subspace chain. It is clear that F0 is contained in latT and
all the diagonal coefficients of T relative to F0 are zero. By Ringrose’s
Theorem, T is quasinilpotent, which is a contradiction.
Now we formulate the main result of this paper.
Theorem 4. (i) Any Volterra semigroup generates a Volterra algebra;
(ii) Any nonzero Volterra semigroup has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace.
Proof. First, let us prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii). If the nonzero
Volterra semigroup generates a Volterra algebra then it has a hyperin-
variant subspace by Shulman’s Theorem (Theorem 2 of [10]). If any non-
zero Volterra semigroup has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace then,
obviously, it is triangularizable and, by [11], it generates a Volterra algebra.
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Now we prove that assertion (i) is true. We suppose to the contrary that
there exists a Volterra semigroup G such that the algebra generated by the
semigroup G has a non-quasinilpotent operator T. Then T is a linear com-
bination of a finite set M=[T1 , ..., Tn]/G. One may suppose that T
belongs to the absolutely convex hull abc(M) of the set M. Let F be a max-
imal chain of invariant subspaces of M. Then F is a complete chain of sub-
spaces in latT. It follows from what is above that there exists a gap V of
F such that T |V is not quasinilpotent. Let M |V=[T1 |V, ..., Tn |V]. Since
&(M |V )k&&(abc(M |V ))k&&abc((M |V )k)&=&(M |V )k&
for all integers k>0 then \(M |V )=\(abc(M |V )). Since T |V # abc(M |V )
and \(T |V )>0 then \(M |V )>0. One may suppose that \(M |V )=1. It is
obvious that M |V has no nontrivial invariant subspaces. It follows from
Theorem 2 that SG(M |V ) is bounded. Then SG(M |V ) is precompact, by
Lemma 1. So, it follows from Theorem 3 that the closure of SG(M |V ) has
a nonzero idempotent. But, obviously, SG(M |V ) is a Volterra semigroup
and the closure of a Volterra semigroup is also a Volterra semigroup. So
we obtain a contradiction. Hence assertion (i) is true. K
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES
We always assume that dim X >1. Let us say, for brevity, that a subset
M/B(X) is transitive (hypertransitive) if it has no nontrivial invariant
(correspondingly, hyperinvariant) subspaces.
We use below the easy fact (see [4]) that if a semigroup G/B(X) is
(hyper)transitive then any nonzero 2-sided semigroup ideal J of G is (hyper)-
transitive. Indeed, if Y is a nontrivial (hyper)invariant subspace under J
then, clearly, either the closed linear hull of JY, or ker J=[x # X : Jx=0]
is a nontrivial (hyper)invariant subspace under G (in the hyperinvariant
version we apply the obvious fact that since J/G, the commutant of G is
contained in the commutant of J ).
We say, given a semigroup G/B(X), that a subset J/B(X) is an outer
semigroup ideal of G if GJ/J and JG/J (it is not assumed that J/G).
It is easy to see that for such G and J, the argument above shows only the
transitivity, namely, if a semigroup G/B(X) is transitive then any nonzero
outer semigroup ideal J of G is transitive.
Corollary 5. Let G be a nonzero semigroup of quasinilpotent operators
in B(X) and G$ its commutant. If there exists a nonzero compact operator T
in G$ _ GG$ then G has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
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Proof. If T # GG$ then GG$ & K(X) is a non-zero Volterra semigroup
ideal of SG(G _ G$) and G _ G$ is not transitive.
Now, let T # G$ and G$0=G$ & K(X). It suffices to consider the case
GG$0=G$0G=0. Then G has the nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace
ker G=[x # X : Gx=0]. So G _ G$ is not transitive. K
Corollary 6. Let G/B(X) be a semigroup and assume there exists a
nonzero operator T # B(X) such that GT generates a Volterra semigroup.
Then G is not transitive.
Proof. It is clear that GTG generates a Volterra semigroup which is an
outer semigroup ideal of G. So, if GTG{0 then it follows from what is
above that G is not transitive. If G{0 and GTG=0 then either the closed
linear hull of [Gx: x # X, TGx=0] or ker G is a nontrivial invariant sub-
space under G. K
We say that a subset M/B(X) is finitely quasinilpotent (see [10]) if
\(N)=0 for each finite subset N/M.
Corollary 7. Any Volterra semigroup G is finitely quasinilpotent.
Proof. It follows from the Theorem 1 of [10] that a Volterra algebra
is finitely quasinilpotent. So, since G generates a Volterra algebra, G is
finitely quasinilpotent. K
A semigroup G is said to satisfy Radjavi ’s condition (to be an R-semi-
group) if tS # G for any S # G and any t0. The following corollary was
proved ‘‘modulo VSP’’ in [12].
Corollary 8. A closed transitive R-semigroup G of compact operators
contains a nonzero idempotent.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4 that G has a non-quasinilpotent
operator. Then the argument of Lemma 2 of [12] shows that G has a non-
zero idempotent. K
V. S. Shulman attracted our attention to the following corollary having
some resemblance to the famous Lomonosov Lemma (see [13]).
Corollary 9. If G is a transitive semigroup of compact operators in
B(X) and T is an arbitrary nonzero operator in B(X) then there exists S # G
such that ST has a nonzero eigenvalue.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that G is a R-semi-
group. Since the map T  \(T ) for T # B(X) is continuous on compact
operators, we may suppose that G is closed. By Corollary 8, G contains a
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nonzero finite-rank operator, and the set G0 of all such operators in G is
clearly a semigroup ideal in G. Hence G0 is transitive. Therefore, there
exists F # G0 such that FT{0.
Now suppose that ST is quasinilpotent for all S # G. Then we may use
the known trace-argument: the quasinilpotence of SFT implies tr(SFT )=0
for all S # G and, therefore, for all S from the closed algebra generated by
G, which, as is known from Lomonosov’s results in [13], contains all
finite-rank operators of the form fx for some nonzero f # X* and all
x # X. Pick x # X such that y=FTx{0. Then tr(( fx)SFT )=0 implies
f (Sy)=0 for all S # G. Hence the closed linear hull of Gy or ker G is a non-
trivial invariant subspace under G, which is impossible. K
There are some results that were also proved ‘‘modulo VSP’’ (for
example, see Theorems 3 and 8 of [5]) in which one may replace now the
condition of non-quasinilpotence of a compact operator by its non-tri-
viality. Here we shall mention only Theorem 1 of [12] and Theorem 2 of
[14] which imply respectively the next two corollaries.
Corollary 10. Let G be a semigroup of compact operators. If the set
[T, S] is triangularizable for any T, S # G then G is triangularizable.
Corollary 11. Let G be a semigroup of compact operators. If [T, S]=
TS&ST is quasinilpotent for all T, S # G then G is triangularizable.
We write [M, N]=[[T, S]: T # M, S # N] and define Lie powers of M
as [M]1=M, [M]n=[M, [M]n&1] (n>1) for all subsets M, N/B(X).
Corollary 12. Let G be a semigroup of compact operators, n>1 and
\(PQ)=0 for all P # SG([T, S]), Q # [[T, S]]n and all T, S # G. Then G is
triangularizable.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that G is not triangularizable. Then, it
follows from Corollary 10 that there exist operators T, S in G such that
[T, S] is not triangularizable. It follows from Corollary 11 that there exist
operators T0 , S0 # SG([T, S]) such that Q0=[T0 , S0] is not quasinilpo-
tent. Let F be a maximal chain of invariant subspaces of [T, S]. Then F
is a complete chain of subspaces in latQ0 . It follows from remarks in
Section 3 that there exists a gap V of F such that the induced operator
Q0 |V is not quasinilpotent. Then, obviously, dim V>1 and [T |V, S |V] is
transitive. If Q | V=0 for all Q # [[T, S]]n then, obviously, [T |V, S |V]
generates a nilpotent Lie algebra and it is triangularizable, by Corollary 3.7
of [15] or Theorem 4.1 of [16]. Otherwise [T |V, S |V] is not transitive,
by Corollary 9. In all cases we obtain a contradiction. K
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The most obvious link between invariant subspaces theory and Banach
algebras is the fact that closed ideals are invariant subspaces of multiplica-
tion operators. Let us see how Theorem 4 implies the remarkable result of
W. Wojtynski on ideals in radical Banach algebras.
Recall that an element a of a Banach algebra A is compact if the operator
LaRa on A is compact, where La b=ab and Ra b=ba (b # A).
Theorem 13 ([17]). Any radical Banach algebra A (dim A>1) with a
nonzero compact element a has a nontrivial closed 2-sided ideal.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that A has no nontrivial closed 2-sided
ideals. Then, it is easy to check that A3{0. Since J=[b # A : aAb=0] is
a closed 2-sided ideal then J is trivial. If J=A then I=[b # A : bAA=0] is
a nonzero closed 2-sided ideal so that I=A and A3=0. So we have J=0
and aAa{0. Since the semigroup SG(LA _ RA) consists of quasinilpotents
and contains a nonzero compact operator La Ra then it follows from
Corollary 5 that LA _ RA is not hypertransitive. This means in particular
that A has a nontrivial closed 2-sided ideal. K
Recently V. S. Shulman and the author extended some results of this
paper and proved in particular the following:
(i) Any Lie algebra of Volterra operators generates a Volterra
algebra (and, therefore, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace; this solves
the problem of W. Wojtynski in [18]);
(ii) The Berger-Wang formula holds for precompact sets of compact
operators (it was earlier proved only in finite-dimensional spaces in [19],
[20]);
(iii) The joint spectral radius is continuous on precompact sets of com-
pact operators;
and other results. These will be published in a joint paper.
The author would like to express many thanks to Professor V. S.
Shulman for discussions on the questions under consideration since 1984
and also to Professors P. Rosenthal and A. Soltysiak for sending him some
very useful papers and preprints. The author is also indebted to Professors
J. Erdos and D. Sarason for valuable remarks.
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